








Mr D Norris

Development Management Team

New Forest District Council

Appletree Court

Lyndhurst

SO43 7PA


Ref. BHP/0235                                                                                                       25 January 2023


Dear Mr Norris,


Land off Ridgeway and Lower Pennington Lanes, Lymington (SS6) - 22/11424 

I have been asked to write to you on behalf of PALLS with whom you've had recent 

correspondence from the chair, Bruce Tindall.


The application was eventually registered before Christmas and the publicity period is now 

underway.  As you're aware, the applicants have chosen to submit two mutually exclusive 

applications covering the two parts of the site which fall partly into the district and partly into the 
National Park.  The latter application has not been registered and I'm advised that the applicants 
have been contacted regarding various changes to enable it to be validated and registered.


As a result of the procedure that the applicants have adopted, the two applications have 'red 
lines' which are limited to the respective council and park authority areas.


In the case of your district application, this means that as submitted and registered, the site 

appears to have no vehicular access from either of the adjacent lanes as in both cases, the 

accesses require land in the National Park.


In addition, the submitted plans show a number of 'off-site' footpath and roadworks none of 
which are within the red line and are outside the site ownership and public highway.


The off-site works which are fundamental to the delivery of the development should be included 
within the application site boundary and relevant landowners notified? 


The works in question are:-

1.  a pedestrian and cycle route from the boundary of SS6 through amenity land (treated by the 
landowner(NFDC) and lessee (LPTC) as public open space through Forest Gate Gardens to 
Ridgeway Lane and ,

2. a new footpath link from Ridgeway Lane into and across Woodside Park which is public open 
space up to the junction with Rookes Lane. One of the propsed passing places is also outside the 
site ownership.
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The Transport Assessment (TA) includes a statement of common ground which has been agreed 
between the site promoter, NFDC and LPTC.  The aim is to show the footpath/cycleway works 
through the open space and playing field can be provided. My view and that of PALLS' transport 
consultant is that normally such  works should be included in the application red line and notices 
served on the owners.  These would include the footpath/cycleway and lighting.


There is reference in the Planning Statement to the creation of a footpath between the junction of  
Forest Gate Gardens north to the junction with Rookes Lane but we are unable to locate any 

details relating to this in the TA plans.  We are unclear whether this forms part of the proposed off-
site works.


The plans showing the extent of the public highway within the applicants TA include the lane-side 
ditches.  My clients have confirmed with the relevant HCC highway inspector at a site meeting 
that these ditches do not form part of the adopted highway, are not maintainable at the public 

expense and are in third party ownership. This has been confirmed by letters from highway 

inspectors to landowners requesting that the ditches are cleared and stating that the ditch is not 
considered part of the highway.


The application for construction of a number of the houses and roads will need the diversion/clo-
sure of an existing public right of way. This is fundamental to providing a pedestrian link to Lower 
Pennington Lane.  This is not addressed or considered in the application and the route would 
need to be lit and surfaced.  


Your views would be appreciated on these points.


Whilst PALLS' formal and full submissions on the application are still being prepared, I have been 
asked to send you (and copied to Anna Li at HCC) the transport consultant's summary comments 
on the application and you will have the full report in due course as part of the PALLS submission.


The following main  issues have been identified:-


1. The proposals fail to demonstrate that the scheme can satisfactorily achieve accessibility 
by sustainable travel modes and therefore is contrary to NPPF. 


2. Whether or not the proposed pedestrian and cycle routes can even be achieved as part 
of the proposals is questioned and in any event are outside the planning application red-
line and so should be discounted. 


3. The provision of a safe and suitable access for all users is not demonstrated, with site 
access designs making use of historic traffic data, or data from elsewhere on the road 
network. 


4. Where the applicant has identified traffic capacity issues, off site mitigation measures 
have not been put forward and the analysis of the A337/Ridgeway Lane roundabout does 
not take into account unequal lane usage. We have also identified safety issues with the 
existing road network design which also have not been addressed. 


5. Ridgeway Lane and Lower Pennington Lane are unsuitable for increased cycle and 
vehicle traffic and would result in a greater chance of vehicles meeting on each lane 
which would raise safety issues.  The vehicle swept path analysis does not take into ac-



count wing mirrors and 0.9m should be added to the majority of the swept paths shown. 
Where improvements are proposed there are third party ownership and red line planning 
application issues. 


6. The vehicle through route between Ridgeway Lane and Lower Pennington Lane would 
encourage rat running and increase traffic on Poles Lane as this is the shortest route to 
The Quay. 


7. The proposed access points and footpath crossing locations would all result in a signific-
ant amount of tree/hedgerow loss, especially as hedgerows should typically be cut back 
by 1m to 1.5m beyond the visibility splay to allow for future growth. Therefore this needs 
to be considered carefully by other disciplines. Where visibility splays are  shown these 
are typically based on speed reading in a remote location or do not take into account the 
road widening proposal.


8. The development layout design is not legible or safe for pedestrians especially vulnerable 
road users, and means that car use is more attractive than other modes.


9. Therefore the application proposal would have a ‘severe’ impact in traffic terms and 
raises safety issues such that they are not in accordance with the NPPF. in line with the 
NPPF.


As mentioned above, the full PALLS submission is being prepared, but you will appreciate that 
sight of the National Park application is necessary before it can be completed and a comprehens-
ive response provided which covers the full extent of the proposed development.


Yours sincerely,


Bob Hull 

Bob Hull DipTP MRTPI 

cc. Anna Li - HCC Highways
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